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HomeiPhoneOther products services Anna Efetova the average person in the United States produces about 4.5 pounds of waste every day, according to a 2017 study by the Epa - which adds up to more than 267 million tons of garbage annually. If you are trying to take into account your environmental impact, it makes sense to look for environmentally
friendly products as alternatives to single-use and disposable items available. But since many products from soap dishes to paper sets have green claims on their packaging, it can be difficult to identify those that are really environmentally friendly. That's why the Institute of Good Housekeeping is here to help you make better decisions for your home and
environment, thanks to our rigorous testing and expert advice. Our team is passionate about sustainability and the environment, and our work shows that. We regularly evaluate products for a good green housekeeping seal (a logo obtained based on its environmental impact) and host the annual Green Sustainability Lift Bar Summit. Just last year, we
launched the first ever sustainable packaging awards to highlight brands making an effort to use minimal packaging. It's much easier to adapt to an environmentally conscious lifestyle than you think (there's more to recycling your plastic and compost at home). You just need to know what you're looking for before you get to the store. Here's what our
environmental experts suggest: For your information: Our environmental experts prefer to use a sustainable rather than environmentally friendly term because the latter means the product has no negative impact on the environment. It is also considered a green laundry term, and the FTC has strict guidelines on environmentally friendly claims. It is important
to note that with all our recommendations below, we say that one attribute is good for the environment - not necessarily all about the product. For more information on the importance of eco-friendly products and examples of what you're looking for, see our eco-friendly guide. These are the best eco-friendly products to buy in 2020: Advertising - continue
reading below 1 sustainable source soothing Aveeno bath treatment made from 100% pure colloidal oatmeal, which can help relieve skin itching to eczema due to. Our experts like that packaging and ingredients are their sustainable source. In addition, the manufacturing process produces lower levels of greenhouse gases (a factor of climate change) and
produces less industrial and hazardous waste. 2 30% recycled substances blends whole shampoo blends this shampoo developed to tame curly hair and smooth all strands - and it's backed by gh seal! Coconut oil and cocoa butter used fairly and sustainably are purchased to support local farmers and communities. The bottle is made with 30% after the
consumer recycling material. Pair it with the matching full mixing conditioner. 3 Low carbon print glossy lipstick burt bees amazon.com this shiny lipstick was formulated with moringa oil and red raspberry oil, so Moisturize your lips and provide a rich color. It does not come with unnecessary packaging (such as secondary boxes), and the tube is done with
52% recycled plastic. It's lighter than another lipstick because it doesn't contain any metals or magnets — meaning it has less carbon footprint during transport. 4 PRESERVES Water Resources 2 in 1 Shampoo and Conditioner Bar Love Beauty and Planet amazon.com designed to add volume to thin hair, this 2-in-1 product reduces the need to buy
shampoo and conditioner separately. Our pros say that bars have a much lower content of water compared to liquid shampoos and conditioners, which can contain 50% or more water. Low water content means it helps conserve water resources. 5 Fully recyclable Atlantic kelp bottle and magnesium body wash ren skin care cleaning dermstore.com $28.00
This eco-conscious body wash has a lift, herbal scent (a combination of geranium, rosemary, and sage!), and it's a favorite of Arnor Aral, Ph.D., director of the GH Institute of Health and Beauty, and the Environmental Science Laboratory. The bottle is made of 100% recycled plastic - 20% of which is ambient plastic. Since the pump has no metallic spring, it's
recyclable just as it is. 6 Recyclable Aluminum Tube Shea Butter Hand Cream L'Occitane amazon.com $29.00 This classic hand solution won the Gh Sustainable Packaging Award. It's made from shea butter to nourish your skin and smooth raw stains. We love that the aluminum tube is completely recycling, unlike plastic pipes that often end up in landfills.
Pro Tip: Press it from below so you can use every last drop. 7 No secondary packaging Rosemary Mint Purification Shampoo Aveda nordstrom.com $18.00 for a revitalized shower experience, cleanse your hair with this rosemary- and mint-scented shampoo. The bottle is made of 100% recycled plastic and does not have any secondary packaging. In
addition, our experts note that recyclable press covers make it easy to dispense with the right amount of product so that it cannot go to waste. 8 Recycled PAPER BOX right in shower joy shampoo bar and tangerine soap bar and vegetable honey 7 ounces right to shower amazon.com $7.90 not only this multi-tasking bar soap cleans the entire body, but
buying it will give back to the community - the proceeds help create portable showers for the homeless. Comes in a non-frills box made of recycled paper, and an open window on the front means it uses less material. Additionally, it's made from certified palm oil rainforest alliance, meaning it's harvested in a way that won't destroy the forest. 9 Factory Cleaner
Seventh Generation Dish Soap (6) 7th generation amazon.com $19.62 This rocker soap dish uses plant cleaning ingredients, proving that green products can actually work well, too! Our experts especially like that the brand chooses to list all the ingredients in its products. The biodegradable formula does not contain fragrances or dyes, as it is a safer EPA
approved. The whole bottle. Cover!) Made of recycled plastic. 10 Zero Purclean Waste Manufacturing Detergent Laundry Manufacturer (2) Tides amazon.com Purclean Laundry Detergent is the first plant-based tidal formula, and our home care pros say it cleans very well. What makes this product highlight the fact that it is made using renewable electricity
(wind power!) at a site where zero manufacturing waste goes to the landfill. It is also a USDA-certified bio-based product. 11 RECYCLED Materials Little Green Portable Bessel Amazon.com $109.99 This diligent device can easily process dirty armrests, carpet stains, and more using a combination of water, cleaner, and suction. Our cleaning professionals
love that it is made of recycled plastic, while the box in which it comes uses recycled materials. In addition, Bissell gets rid of styrofoam from the packaging of this product, helping to reduce waste. It holds all of our g and green GH seals! 12 Refillable bottle cleaner bottle cleaner with 2 refill capsules with this refillable glass cleaner, there is no need to buy a
completely new bottle every time you run out of product. Bottles of JAWS (the name that symbolizes the water system only add) are reusable, so all you have to do is fill it with tap water and put the refill pod inside. The brand also makes refillable cleaning products for kitchen, shower, granite, and more. 13 DO-IT-ALL PURE PURE BAKING SODA ARM
&amp; Hammer amazon.com $10.80 Baking Soda can be used for almost anything - use it as a light salutation to clean brawls and markings, to remove unpleasant odors from refrigerators, discarded care, and much more. Since baking soda (also known as sodium bicarbonate) comes from minerals in the ground, you don't have to feel as guilty about using it
for everything. 14 Reusable sponge alternative cleaning clothes GH cleaning lab manager Carolyn Forte says these Swedish dish clothing, which is made of cotton and cellulose, is an alternative to microbial sponges that you get put up after only a few uses and paper towels. It can be washed and reused several times for things like washing dishes or
cleaning spills. 15 MODA biobased liquid softener tissue plants (2) using laxative texture is a great way to prevent clothes from looking worn out, so our cleaning experts recommend this one of gaining. The plant formula is USDA certified to be 70% biological, and it does not contain any dyes, parabens, or visual brightness (aka chemicals that make fabrics
appear whiter). 16 Recycled polyester sapphire stash of a tight pocket heel Athleta athleta.gap.com $59.99 Atleta workout pants regularly convince our textile experts with how well they perform in our tests, but the brand is also great by sustainability: Athleta says that 60% of its products use sustainable materials. This pair of recycled polyester consists of
plastic bottles after consumption. 17 Sustainable Materials Women's Wool Runners Allbirds allbirds.com $95.00 Allbirds are GH experts and favorite editor because they Lightweight, washable machine. Our pros like a sustainable brand approach to materials: Merino wool is a natural fiber and follows ethical standards, polyester in laces is from recycled water
bottles, and packaging is made of 90% recycled cardboard. 18 Polyester Reise Torte recycled turtle neck this cute color block jacket is made of 52% recycled polyester. It belongs to the H&amp;M's Conscious group, where each affordable piece has a side that reduces its environmental impact. H&amp;M stores have a recycling program that offers discounts
on new items when trading in unwanted clothing. 19 PLASTIC WINDSHIELD RECYCLED HARE DAISED Duffel Bag Eagle Creek amazon.com $59.94 fantastic for outdoor adventures and all kinds of travel, this bag comes from Eagle Creek in different sizes and colors. You can clean the exterior easily by washing them out - water repellent paint is
manufactured from recycled windshield plastic, making it durable and sustainable. 20 BLUESIGN-APPROVED FABRIC LOS GATOS FLEECE JACKET 21 USES LESS WATER 711 SKINNY LEVI JEANS AMAZON.COM JEANS REQUIRE THOUSANDS OF GALLONS OF WATER JUST TO MAKE ONE PAIR, SO LEVY TOOK A STEP IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION WITH COLLECTING WATER&LT;LESS THAT IS SUPPOSED TO USE UP TO 96% LESS WATER THAN REGULAR DENIM. GH textile experts say that since Levy is such a great and well-known denim brand, there is a better chance of steps like this making a difference. 22 Program buy back crepe slim ankle pants Eileen Fisher
nordstrom.com $168.00 These timeless ankle pants are just one of Ellen Fisher's offerings, but it's really the whole brand that is sustainable: it's considered every part of the product lifecycle, from the beginning of the production process to the waste that is no longer in use. The brand will also repurchase the used garments gently and then resell them on the
separate Renew website. 23 RECYCLED ReActive Drawstring Water Bottles Family Tote Vera Bradley amazon.com $36.60 Vera Bradley ReActive Collection is done using recycled water bottles - each yard of cloth once 16 recycled water bottles, so this special bag uses 23. On top of being recycled, this carrying bag is lightweight, water repellent, easy to
clean. Close the lace grid perfect for sand slout after a trip on the beach! 24 CRADLE TO CRADLE CERTIFIED SORT &amp; Go Waste Bin Brabantia amazon.com $21.78 composting can really help reduce the amount of garbage that goes to the landfill. I keep this on my countertop for used coffee beans, which stink stench up my regular bucket, says
Nicole Papantoniou, the first test editor and producer at our kitchenware lab. Plus, it's cradle to Cradle certified, so it meets environmental and social requirements across five sustainability categories. 25 Reusable Food WRAPS Sniffer Bees Wrap Food Wrap Bees amazon.com $18.00 BeesFench Food Wraps is a land-friendly alternative to a single-use
plastic casing. They're made of cotton, fennel, jojoba oil, and Resin. Beeswax wraps safe for food and can be used over and over again — just rinse them with cold water and mild soap between uses. Just note that they are not textured, so they will not keep high perishable foods fresh. 26 Replace the reusable silicone BAG BAG Bag Stasher amazon.com a
reusable Stasher sandwich and large snack bags as they take the place of single-use plastic bags (which are likely to end up in landfills and oceans). They come in tons of sizes, ranging from small pocket-sized bags that are perfect for nuts to a half-gallon size that fits up to two steaks tape. In addition, these bags are safe to use in the dishwasher,
microwave and freezer. 27 Replace the coffee cup stainless steel mug Zojirushi amazon.com reusable mug is a great alternative to disposable coffee cups, which are extravagant. This elegant option from Zojirushi is one of the best travel coffee cups we've seen - it won't leak and it'll keep your coffee hot. Additionally, some cafes (Starbucks included!) offer
small discounts when bringing your own mug. 28 Reduces reusable plastic waste network production bags Purifyou amazon.com trip to the grocery store means you will probably stock on fresh fruits and vegetables, but skip baggies next time to help reduce plastic use. Instead, store your food safely in one of these reusable product bags. This collection lists
the weight of each bag of empty fabrics, so you know exactly how much the empty bag weighs. 29 KID-Friendly Straw replaces universal silicone straw silikids covers amazon.com these sets are made of reusable straw and silicone cover that extends to fit more than any cup. Not only does the combo help reduce waste by taking the place of plastic sheeting
and straw, but it also makes it easier for any cup for children to drink - and harder for them to leak. It is even safe for dishwasher for easy cleaning. 30 Reduces waste by simply storing glass food container Amazon.com if you normally use disposable plastic containers to bring your lunches to work, then it's time to switch to these durable glass containers.
They're great for preparing meals when you want to avoid plastic and reduce waste. These can be frozen, refrigerated, microwave, and even placed in the oven and dishwasher. 31 100% Biodegradable Recool 16qt Cooler is ideal for both picnics, beach trips and the back door, this innovative biodegradable and reusable - it's also the same brand as the best
cooler we've ever experienced. It's a great alternative to typical coolers: heavy coolers and steroids that are difficult to recycle. 32 Replace plastic reusable straw straw stainless steel straw (8) We all know that plastic straw contaminates our oceans, so the best way to make a difference is by choosing reusable straw instead. Our pros kitchen appliances like
this affordable set comes with four straight straws and four bent, so there's no need to drink available plastic straw again. It also includes two brushes Easy to clean. 33 DIVERTS waste 100% recycled 7th generation toilet paper amazon.com while testing toilet paper, this recycled option was one of the best performance among green brands. Recycled is the
most sustainable option for toilet paper because you convert waste and skip the new pulp to create bath tissue, says Lexi Sachs, textile director at GH Institute. 34 natural and organic organic avocado green mattress avocadogreenmattress.com $1,799.00 Most mattresses are not made of organic materials, but this one is made of natural and organic
materials such as wool, cotton, and matex. It is certified by the Global Organic Ores Standard and the Global Standard for Organic Textiles, so the entire manufacturing process follows strict guidelines on the materials and components used, Sachs says. Additionally, our testers loved sleeping on it! 35 Replacement standard single-use reusable BAGGU
shopping bag amazon.com since plastic bags cannot be recycled in your blue basket, it is best to bring a reusable bag with you every time you go shopping to avoid wasting single-use plastic bags. This favorite cult load is a great choice to hide in your wallet or car: it's super lightweight, because it comes in fun patterns and colors, and it folds in the compact
bag. 36 FAIR TRADE CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON PAPER SET PAUL AND BRANCH AMAZON.COM $240.00 IN OUR TEXTILE LAB TEST TO FIND THE BEST BED SHEETS, THIS RANGE OF PAUL AND BRANCH PROVED TO BE A GREAT ORGANIC OPTION. It's GOTS certification, so the entire manufacturing process is organic, fair trade
certification, so it meets strict social, environmental and economic standards. In addition, our textile experts say that high-quality fabric was strong during laboratory tests. 37 Power-use power tracks monitor this device is an easy way to monitor the energy use of hardware and electronics to see what extravagance is. It needs to be installed in your electric
panel by an electrician, but it is a super fast process (about 30 minutes). You can quickly see if anything has accidentally been left on, all in real time through the app. 38 GREENGUARD GOLD GOLD CERTIFIED WALL PAINT THIS BRAND PAINT DIRECTLY TO THE CONSUMER MAKES IT EASY TO COLOR SAMPLES WITH PEEL RACKS AND A
COMFORTABLE STICK. It contains zero volatile organic compounds (VOCs, aka gases emitted by paint that can cause health problems), and it's greenguard certified gold, which means it meets strict standards for chemical emission limits and is considered in safety factors for sensitive people (such as children and the elderly). 39 FSC-CERTIFIED WOOD
PULP Baby Bamboo Nature Diapers amazon.com $15.10 during our textile lab test on baby diapers, this one ranked among the best among those with green claims. Our experts like that packaging clearly lists every single material used - these are made from fSC-certified wood pulp, which means it comes from responsibly managed forests. The Swan North
ecolabel is also gaining so its entire environmental impact has been assessed. 100% RECYCLED fire material green truck play amazon.com this fire truck proves that even toys for kids can be sustainable. It is made entirely from recycled plastic milk jugs after consumption and has no additional paint or paint. Even the packaging is impressive: the box is
made of recycled cardboard and printed with soy-based ink, which is more environmentally friendly because it makes the material easier to recycle. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io
piano.io
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